What’s the difference?
Server-based

Cloud-based

Data is hosted on a physical server at
your location. You are responsible for
back-ups and recovery.

HOSTING

Data is hosted on the cloud with
built-in backup and recovery. No IT
maintenance required.

You must schedule the time to update
your software manually which may
require additional IT assistance.

UPDATES

We manage and regularly update
your software automatically outside
of regular business hours.

You can only access your data
when connected to a workstation or
computer at your practice.

ACCESS

Data back-ups and security are your
responsibility and may result in extra
IT expenses.

DATA
SECURITY

Practice website is available for
an additional cost.
Upfront capital investment for
hardware and potential expenses to
keep your equipment up to date.
Significant re-investment may
be needed to update servers
and workstations as security and
government regulations change.

PATIENT
ENGAGEMENT
FINANCIAL
INVESTMENT

SYSTEM
REQUIREMENTS

Increased flexibility to provide patient
care and securely access data via a
web browser anytime, anywhere, on
any device.
We handle all back-ups and data
security to protect you against
ransomware and cyberattacks.
Integrated online scheduling and a
practice website is included.
Lower upfront costs and a monthly
subscription. There are no contracts
or maintenance and cancellation fees.
Minimal re-investment is needed
to keep your devices up to date
as security and government
regulations change.

For more than 20 years, Eyefinity® has kept innovating and creating solutions that simplify the complexities of your day-to-day
practice operations. Building off the success of OfficeMate® and ExamWRITER®, we have leveraged the most secure and advanced
technology to create our industry-leading cloud-based software, Eyefinity Practice Management and Eyefinity EHR.

Electronic Health Records Software
Features

ExamWRITER

Eyefinity EHR

Create and manage consent forms for
patients to sign electronically.






HIPAA-compliant and
certified for Meaningful Use.





Ability to send messages and attachments
through a native patient portal.






Easily integrate with diagnostic and other
optical equipment.





Fully customizable exam templates for
faster charting.





Adaptive technology that remembers the
way you document an exam.



A dedicated iPad app for more face time
with patients.



Effortlessly prescribe medication
electronically with an ePrescribe functionality.






See what treatment plans and prescriptions
other providers are prescribing with Grand
Rounds Medication Assist.



Extend care to at-risk and remote patients
with Telehealth video chat capabilities.
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Practice Management Software
Features

OfficeMate

Pull bulk VSP® eligibilities and
authorizations for your entire week
in a snap.

Eyefinity Practice
Management



Save time by submitting claims without
leaving your software.



Enjoy a complimentary practice website
with real-time integrated online scheduling.




Increase efficiencies with the ability to
manage and delete duplicate records.





Reduce payment posting time with
Electronic Remittance Advice (ERA).





Freedom to build eyeglass orders on
any device.



Track orders, print packing slips, and submit
lab orders without leaving your software.
View images of frames with the product
lookup tool to verify the lab order and
reduce errors.






$ = feature is available at an additional cost, through a third party

